
LAKEHEAD AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
April 24th, 1952

RE: CODE PRACTICE,
"ON THE AIR TRANSMISSIONS"

At the regular meeting held on April 23, it was decided that anyone
interested in code practice and willing to copy, could contact the stations
listed on the attached schedule and request same. This would eliminate
unnecessary calling and perhaps the fact that no one would be copying.

Your co-operation in this respect would greatly assist the Licenced
Amateurs who have obligated themselves to the times set forth in the schedule

Original signed by: Ernie Reid - VE3BIX
Secretary Treasurer

March 27th, 1952
Bulletin re "On the Air" Code Practice

Procedure: Transmission of "CODE de VE3---" for five to ten
minutes prior to actual code transmission at
times indicated.
Those wishing to copy transmission must
telephone transmitting station and advise that
they are listening.
Speeds to be varied according to requests of
listeners.
S C H E D U L E

Mondays - 6:30 - 7:00 pm - VE3DMZ - 7084 kcs (40 Metres)

Tuesdays - 6:30 - 7:00 pm - VE3ANP - 14100 kcs (20 Metres)

Wednesdays - 6:30 - 7:00 pm - VE3DMZ - 7084 kcs (40 Metres)

Thursdays - 6:30 - 7:00 pm - VE3ANP - 14100 kcs (20 Metres)

Fridays - 7:00 - 7:30 pm - VE3BHT - 7032 kcs (40 Metres)

Saturdays No practice transmissions scheduled.

Sundays - 7:00 - 7:30 pm - VE3BHT - 7032 kcs (40 Metres)

Transmitting Stations Proposed Listeners

VE3DMZ Hec Wilson 5-9933
VE3ANP Bert Tamblin 5-9548
VE3BHT Bert Brown 4-3179

George Lord 2-2262
Jack Morphet 4-3929
Bob Christie 5-7997
Bob McNeill 4-2220
J. C. Bailey 2-4102
K. Knutsen 5-7933

In view of the intense discussion at the Annual
Meeting on this subject, we would like to see a good
report from all concerned at the next regular Club
meeting.
Listeners, if they so wish, may forward their copy to
transmitting station for correction.
Remember - - Two 35T's are to be awarded to the fellow
with the best marks.
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